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Babylon Telecommunications, Inc. (BABTEL) partners with
NEXTIT & Systems in UAE
ISP for military contractors and NGO's in conflict areassigns contract with UAE oilsector Software Company for infrastructure support.
Dubai, UAE (PRWEB)
ChrisCatranis, CEO of Babylon Telecommunications, Inc. (BABTEL), announced todaythat he's signed an initial twoyear contract with NEXT IT & Systems,
LLC(NEXT) for infrastructure support at planned sites in the UAE. "Cost effective ManagedNetwork Services over reliable cloud managed devices are finally
here. Partnering with NEXT for onthegroundtechnical support at our existing customer sites is only a logical startingpoint for BABTEL and NEXT.
Moreimportantly, I see NEXT as an entrée for BABTEL into deploying our MicroISPmodel at new sites across the Region's oil sector. Leveraging NEXT's
uniquerange of software solutions over BABTEL's 100% cloud managed networkarchitecture for providing reliable program management, morale Internet,
andunified communications to oil sector mancamps, is the endgame for us," saidCatranis.
Forthe past decade, BABTEL has provided Internet based Data, VoIP, IPTV andUnified Communications to thousands of contractors and troops living at
mancampson military bases and diplomatic missions in remote conflict and postconflictlocations. According to Shaik Hamden,CEO of NEXT, "BABTE's
unique infrastructure design, cloud based architectureand network management tools for small mancamps are in demand from our oilsector clients. I see
BABTEL as the mostsensible infrastructure solution over which we can launch our customizedsoftware services to our clients. It's aperfect match!"
BabylonTelecommunications, Inc. (BABTEL) is a leadingUS provider of ISP services to contractors and NGOs requiring rapidlydeployable and reliable data,
IPTV, VoIP and Unified Communications services atremote locations in conflict and postconflict areas.
NEXTIT & Systems, LLC (NEXT) is an AbuDhabi based turnkey software consultancy and solutions Implementation Company,focused on the serving the
UAE oil sector, with development and labs and humanresources outsourcing services in India.
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